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St. Cloud Fire Rescue Chief selected as FSTAR stakeholder 

Submitted by City of St. Cloud Public Information Office 

St. Cloud, Fla. (May 6, 2015) – St. Cloud Fire Rescue Chief William Sturgeon was recently selected by the 

International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) as a Firefighter Safety Through Advanced Research (FSTAR) 

stakeholder.  

In a letter to Sturgeon, IAFC President and Chairman of the Board Fire Chief G. Keith Bryant said, “We received 

over 90 outstanding applicants from across the fire/emergency service in this process. Research has the power to change 

the future of the fire/emergency service. The lessons learned today will create a safer workplace and workforce … 

Congratulations on your selection. We look forward to working with you on this critical endeavor.” 

As a stakeholder, Sturgeon will champion the cause for applying research in fire/emergency services throughout the 

country. This includes encouraging the use of research within his spheres of influence, helping funnel research to the 

FSTAR2 web-based database, engaging in program development, and assisting in developing a long-term sustainment 

plan. He will also attend important meetings and conference calls in support of project goals. 

“This is an important milestone, not just for me, but for the St. Cloud community,” Sturgeon said. “Being a part of 

this prestigious organization in this role will help us even further in meeting our goals of improving our fire service’s 

approach to firefighting. We will learn more about new, appropriate, and safe operations on firefighting tactics that are 

built on scientific research.” 

FSTAR is now developing a web-based, searchable database of relevant fire/emergency service research. FSTAR 

will also select 25 research studies to put through an intensive review process to create supporting resources and training 

and education materials, including fact sheets. FSTAR is funded through Federal Emergency Management Agency 

grants. All travel expenses will be funded through FSTAR grants. 
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